
New Hoong Fatt (NHF) Celebrates Meister Students' Graduation!

It was a momentous occasion for NHF as it celebrated the graduation of its latest batch of

Meister students on 20 December 2023 at the Selangor Human Resource Development

Centre (SHRDC).

The ceremony opened with SHRDC’s stirring remarks, emphasizing the vital role NHF’s

Meister program plays in shaping the future of the automotive industry. SHRDC further

acknowledges NHF's commitment to nurturing talent and equipping graduates with the

knowledge and expertise to excel in the dynamic industry.

Mr. Ho Kok Leong, Director of Manufacturing at NHF, further ignited the atmosphere of the

occasion. In his remark, he drew on his extensive experience, reminiscing about his journey

and the crucial role skilled technicians play in the organization's success. He closed by

encouraging the graduates to embrace the challenges and opportunities that lay ahead with

dedication and passion.

Then came the moment everyone eagerly awaited – the presentation of awards. Each

Meister student, meticulously presented, symbolized the culmination of countless hours of

sweat, perseverance, and mastery. As names were called, faces lit up with pride, beaming

with the satisfaction of their achievements. Applause followed not only for the individual

graduates but also for the culmination of a shared journey in pursuit of excellence.



But the celebrations did not end there. Cameras flashed, capturing the joy and

accomplishment etched on the graduates' faces. Laughter and congratulations filled the air

as they posed with instructors, family, and peers, cherishing the moment that marked the

beginning of their next chapter.

The NHF’s Meister program graduation ceremony was not just an end, but a glorious

ignition. It marked the start of a journey where the graduates, equipped with their newfound

skills and the spirit of collaboration, will drive the industry forward. We are incredibly proud of

their achievements and wish them the very best in their exciting roads ahead.


